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Australia's continued expansion
of metallurgical coal exports is
hindering the global uptake of cleaner
steelmaking alternatives.

Executive summary
Clouds of smoke billow from
under the haze in the gloomy
sky in China, Shanxi Province.

Australia is in a unique position to lead
sustainable global change in the steel
industry.

Executive summary
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Executive summary
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Australia should learn from its experience with the
thermal coal industry. Global thermal coal production
is in structural decline. The Federal Government’s failure
to anticipate or accept the decline of thermal coal has
resulted in negative impacts for coal communities, which
have experienced substantial job losses and have been left
without any plan for how to adapt to market realities and
transition to other forms of economic activity. The Turnbull
Government has an opportunity to avoid such an outcome
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This report highlights the role that Australia’s
metallurgical coal exports have played in the
increasing global use of blast furnace/basic
oxygen furnace-based steel production, the
most greenhouse gas emission intensive
process to produce steel. It challenges the
coal industry’s position that metallurgical coal
is essential for steel production, and argues
that Australia’s continued expansion of
metallurgical coal exports is hindering
the global uptake of cleaner steelmaking
alternatives.
Abbot Point Coal Port Expansion in North Queensland

for communities currently reliant on the metallurgical coal
industry by developing a transition plan for the decline of
metallurgical coal and a shift to cleaner steel production
right now. By planning ahead, Australia could position
itself as a technological leader in the field of clean steel
production while also ensuring that it makes a meaningful
contribution to global efforts to combat climate change.
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Australia’s dirty role in global
steel production
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Australia’s dirty role in global steel
production
Few Australians appreciate the dirty role their country
plays in world steel production. Most don’t know that
nearly half of Australian coal exports go to making steel,
or that Australia earns a lot of money selling metallurgical
coal.1 In the past 15 years Australia has ramped up ‘met
coal’ exports (along with iron ore exports) and played a
central role in fuelling a steel boom in China—the likes of
which the world has never seen. Now the Australian met
coal industry wants to do the same in India.2 The industry
claims that metallurgical coal is indispensable to steel
production and that there won’t be a viable large-scale
alternative to coal-based steel production for decades to
come. ‘But it’s for steel’ has become the perfect excuse
to expand met coal exports, ignoring all the emissions that
this creates.
Raw Material Preparation

Met coal and iron ore are the main inputs of conventional
steel production via the blast furnace/basic oxygen
furnace (BF/BOF) route—the most emission intensive
option. The coal is turned into coke and used to reduce
iron ore into a metal. The much cleaner route to produce
steel uses an electric arc furnace (EAF) fed with either
scrap steel or direct reduced iron (DRI). DRI generally uses
natural gas rather than coke as the ‘reductant’ to make
iron.
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Australia’s dirty role in global
steel production

Since 1997 Australia’s coking coal exports have increased
from 83.7mt to 188mt – a 122 % increase.3 Over the same
period, there’s been a more than five-fold increase in
Australian iron ore exports to well over 800mt.4 Of the met
coal increase, over 90% has come from China and India.5
We have become the largest source of imported met coal
in both countries.6 It is not the first time that Australia has
used its plentiful reserves of met coal and iron ore to drive
steel production in our region. The iron ore mining industry
in Western Australia and many coal mines in central
Queensland have their origins in the rapid expansion
in steel production, particularly by Japan in the 1970s
and 1980s.7 Australia has derived substantial economic
benefits from this trade, and the emergence of China
and India as rapid growth markets for met coal and iron
ore could not have been timed better from an economic
standpoint—coming as steel production in traditional
markets waned.
From an environmental standpoint, however, the timing
has been disastrous. Accounting for one in every fifteen
tonnes of global greenhouse gas emissions, the impact of
steel production is generally underappreciated.8 Perhaps
because met coal isn’t burned in steel mills, but used
as a ‘reductant’, the connection between met coal and
emissions isn’t as easily made. However, with each tonne
of coal used in steel production generating on average
the same 2 ½ tonnes of CO2 as a tonne of coal burnt
in a power station, Australia’s met coal exports warrant
closer attention than they receive.9 Today Australian
met coal exports produce nearly half a billion tonnes of
CO2 offshore--88% as much greenhouse pollution as is
produced domestically.10

Whereas met coal is a much smaller contributor to global
emissions than thermal coal, it is a disproportionately large
component of Australia’s contribution. Australia accounts
for around 60%11 of all the met coal trade, and in the past
20 years, it’s accounted for about 90% of the net increase
seen globally.12 Others have increased exports of iron ore
and/or met coal – most obviously, Brazil has more than
doubled its iron ore exports since the year 200013. But no
other country has increased exports of both iron ore and
met coal the way Australia has. Partly as a consequence,
scrap steel recycling rates in China remain among the
lowest in the world at about 10%—1/5th of the rates
being achieved in the EU, 1/7th of the US.14 Our actions
have also helped China dominate the global steel trade,
contributing to the current glut in production. Chinese
gains have come at the expense of cleaner steel industries
elsewhere.
In essence, Australia has played a key role in enabling the
global steel industry to become more, not less, emission
intensive. It’s not a situation that has fallen in the lap of
the ‘lucky country’. Australia deliberately sought and won
its position as the world’s pre-eminent facilitator of the
dirtiest steelmaking process. Successive governments
on both sides aided expansion of the iron ore and coking
coal export industries. They’ve knowingly profited from a
strategy that has helped to dramatically increase global
steelmaking emissions, and disowned the consequences.

For every tonne of coal
used at either plant

are emitted on average
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Australia’s dirty role in global
steel production
In Hebei Province, smoke billows from
chimneys from the steel plants. Air
pollution has become one of the most
severe environmental problems in
mainland China.

Locking in future carbon emissions
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Locking in future carbon emissions
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In the electricity sector, the falling cost of renewable
energy is eroding the business case for new coal-based
power generation capacity, especially in developed
countries. Renewables and natural gas already
account for some 44% of global generation.15 In the
steel sector, over 430 million tonnes, or 25.8% of crude
steel produced globally comes from the EAF process
in which coal is not essential.16 In practice, coal may
play a part – much of the scrap steel being fed into
EAFs originated in a coal-based blast furnace, and coalfired electricity drives many EAFs. But the process itself
doesn’t need coal – electricity could come from other
sources, including renewables; the scrap steel itself could
be replaced entirely with gas-based DRI. Worldwide,
nearly 60 million tonnes of DRI is being produced annually
without coal.17 The shift away from BF/BOF steelmaking
has been most notable in developed countries. For
example, in the US, where the last new coal-based blast
furnace was built in the 1960s18, more than 62% of steel
comes from scrap based recycling in EAFs, compared
with 37.2% thirty years ago.19
However, the picture is quite different in China and
India, where the mass migration of hundreds of millions
of people from country to city has generated huge new
demand for steel and electricity. Cities have had to be built
and powered quickly. The demand increase necessitated
massive investment to add electricity generation and
steel production capacity. Power had to be produced
locally – importing electricity wasn’t an option; and the
scale of increased demand for steel, especially in China,
was simply beyond the capacity of world steel market. In
China, installed coal fired power generating capacity more
than trebled after 2000; steel production increased more
than fivefold.20

©Greenpeace/Lu Guang

There are strong parallels between electricity generation
and steel production when it comes to climate change.
The dominant and dirtiest option in both industries
relies on coal. In both cases, the coal industry wants
us to believe that coal is indispensable, and will remain
so for decades. However, in both cases cleaner
alternatives have been proven on an industrial scale,
are commercially viable, and are increasingly cost
competitive.

Steel cities in China's Hebei Province

While the general trends for electricity and steel production
have been running in parallel, they diverge when it comes
to greenhouse gas emissions. In electricity, the impact
of increasing demand in some parts of the world has
been partly offset by declining demand and a shift away
from coal in developed countries. In China, and in India,
there have also been concerted efforts to diversify new
electricity generation across nuclear, natural gas, and
some of the world’s largest renewable energy projects.
Any new coal based capacity added in China has also
been much more efficient, and less emission intensive,
than the decades-old plants being retired in developed
countries (this is less true for India).21 The overall result is
that emissions from electricity generation worldwide are
levelling off.22
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Yet, the opposite happening in steel—the new capacity
being added, especially in China, hasn’t been relatively
cleaner – overwhelmingly it’s been coal-based BF/BOF
facilities. Compounding the emission consequences,
Chinese steel production has expanded so successfully
that it has not simply met its own spiralling domestic
demand—it has displaced other producers in the global
steel trade. Today, China not only tops the list of steel net
exporters, it exports more than the 5 countries behind it
on that list.23 So, there’s been a wholesale shift in steel
production away from the developed world, but also away
from the cleaner production process to the dirtier one.
In total, worldwide, steel production increased from 847mt
in 2000 to 1.62bt in 2015.24 BOF accounted for around
90% of the increase.25 Coal-based steel production
increased its share of global crude steel production
from under two thirds to nearly three-quarters,26 adding
over 2 billion MtCO2-e to global annual emissions in
the process.27 In China, coal-based BOF production
increased by 675mt, EAF production by just 28.8mt.28
The BF/BOF share of all steel production rose from 63%
to 94%. For every tonne of newly added Chinese steel
produced in EAFs since the year 2000, over 23 tonnes
have been added by the dirtiest coal-based steel-making
processes. Today, the global steel market is flooded
with cheap Chinese steel made in the dirtiest possible
way, and the burgeoning demand for steel in developing
countries is becoming more reliant on the dirtiest form of
steel production, not less. Electricity generation is getting
cleaner globally, but steel production is going the other
way.
Though it is counter-intuitive that steel production should
get dirtier in the face of climate change, various factors
have contributed. One is that until relatively recently the
Chinese ‘reservoir’ of scrap steel available for use in EAFs
was considered inadequate.29 There also wasn’t the same
public concern over air quality driving Chinese investment
into low-emission steel production as helped to drive
Steeling the Future: The truth behind Australian metallurgical coal exports 8

renewable energy investment. But cost is the overriding
factor: BF/BOF was China’s cheapest option. The main
inputs to the process – iron ore and metallurgical coal
for making coke – are readily available locally, and the
willingness of various countries to increase supply on the
seaborne trade makes BF/BOF even cheaper still. Global
iron ore exports trebled from 500mt in the year 2000 to
1.51bt in 201530; met coal exports have increased from
170mt to 315mt over the same period.31
For China, and for the met coal industry, the past 15 years
have been an unexpected bonanza. Twenty years ago, as
the alarm bells over climate change were getting louder,
it was assumed that EAFs would provide a growing share
of increased steel demand worldwide.32 Instead of the
steady switch away from coal-based steel production
that was expected, the opposite has happened. For the
coal industry, the met coal demand boom has been a
lifeline. The industry was resigned to stagnant or shrinking
demand in developed countries. Now, just as the coal
industry’s hopes to expand thermal coal sales are pinned
on developing countries, particularly China and India, met
coal’s expansion depends utterly on more and more blast
furnaces in those countries.

©Greenpeace/Dean Sewell

Locking in future carbon emissions

Chapter

Bulk Carriers Moored off Hay Point at
Great Barrier Reef

Enormous damage has been done, but the stakes
remain very high in the decade ahead. Steel production
is tipped to increase from 1.6bt a year to 2bt in 2030 – a
25% increase.33 The emissions outcome will largely
come down to what happens in India in the next decade.
China remains significant, but production is levelling off,
and scrap steel use in EAFs is gaining momentum. By
contrast, most of the projected growth in global steel
production projected by 2030 is likely to happen in India,
where a more than trebling in steel production has been
targeted by the government.34 At present, EAFs account
for nearly 60% of steel production in India.35 But the met
coal industry is looking to reverse that situation, and
replicate the BF/BOF-dominated expansion seen in China
in the past 15 years. If the coal-based expansion seen in
the past 15 years happens once again, new facilities will
be largely locked into coal-dependency, and annual steel
industry emissions could rise by another billion tonnes.36
If, on the other hand, new production is dominated
by EAFs fed with either scrap and/or DRI made with
alternative reductants to coal, 75% or more of the
emissions increase can be prevented.37 For every tonne
of steel scrap used in an electric arc furnace, 98% less
coal is required compared with the conventional BF/BOF
alternative38; for every tonne of crude steel produced via
the DRI/EAF route, the amount of CO2 produced is cut
by around 75%.39 New facilities aren’t the only thing that
matters. There’s substantial scope to reduce emissions
from existing BF/BOF facilities: by using more scrap
steel and DRI in blast furnaces to reduce iron ore and
met coal use, and by replacing met coal with sustainably
sourced charcoal (from forestry and agricultural residues),
and plastics waste. But ultimately, a further blow-out in
steelmaking emissions over the next decade can’t be
avoided by retrofitting BF/BOF facilities; it requires an
accelerated shift onto the scrap/DRI based EAF route,
increasingly powered by renewable energy.

At present, so far as the climate is concerned, the dirtiest
player in the steel game is still winning. The question is
whether steel production will follow the path to increased
coal-dependency that it’s currently on, or the path away
from coal-dependency being followed in electricity
generation. For the former to happen the world has to
start taking met coal as seriously as it takes thermal coal in
its efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Percentage of Global Met Coal Trade:
Australia 59%

Other 14%

Russia 7%

Canada 9%

USA 11%

Source: Office of the Chief Economist 2016
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Chapter in future carbon emissions
Hay Point Coal Terminal in Queensland
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Transitioning to cleaner steel
production
The world faces tough decisions about the growing trade
in met coal exports as the link between it and spiralling
steelmaking emissions becomes ever more obvious.
It’s hard to see how a country like Australia can credibly
continue ignoring the emission consequences of its met
coal exports any more than its thermal coal exports.
Australia’s decisions on whether to increase or reduce met
coal production have increasing global consequences. If
the met coal trade continues expanding, it will help lock
in an extra billion tonnes of steel production emissions
by 2030, and further hinder the transition to cleaner
DRI and scrap-based EAFs. Conversely, the world can
begin to wind down rather than ramp up its met coal
production. Australia is in a unique position to lead
sustainable global change in the steel industry because if
it began withdrawing from the met coal export business,
other countries would be unable to fill the gap in a hurry;
Australia exports more coking coal than is imported by
China, India and Japan put together.40

©Greenpeace/ Abram Powell

Over the next decade, Australian met coal exports are
projected to increase to the point where the emissions
generated through their use overtake domestic emissions.
By 2030, in order for Australia to achieve its 26-28% Paris
target domestic emissions would have to fall by some
92MtCO2-e a year to 441MtCO2-e.41 Industry department
figures suggest that total coal exports could rise by more
than 50% to nearly 650mt.42 If met coal’s share of total
exports remained unchanged, by 2030 they will be around
303mt, compared with 188mt today.43 The coal being
exported by Australia for steel production alone would
generate 758MtCO2-e offshore annually -- 73% more
greenhouse than all our domestic emissions combined by
2030.44 The increased met coal exports alone would erase
the benefit of Australia achieving its Paris emissions target
more than 3 times over.45 In short, Australia can’t keep
feeding the world’s dirtiest steel production and claim to
be part of a globally credible response to climate change.
An ultimate phasing down of met coal exports by Australia
inevitably involves economic costs, but the consequences
would not be nearly as dire as many assume and can be
mitigated. The most obvious benefits generated from met
coal are export income, taxes and royalties, employment,
and the spending of wages and salaries by people

employed by the coal industry. Because of its much
higher price relative to thermal coal, met coal generates
a higher proportion of these benefits. Yet in spite of a
50% increase in the volume of met coal being exported,
the economic contribution of the industry in Australia
has shrunk dramatically.46 According to the Office of the
Chief Economist, the value of met coal exports shrank
from $36.8 billion in 2008-09 to $19.5b in 2015-16.47 At
its peak, met coal accounted for 13% of Australia’s total
exports – in 2015-16 it fell to 6.3%.48 Royalties generated
from met coal production are in decline, most noticeably
in Queensland, a state where coking coal accounts for
73% of production and more than 80% of the value of
coal exported. Whereas coal royalties were worth over
$3 billion dollars the Queensland government is now
projecting coal royalties between 2017-2020 to be about
a third lower, notwithstanding the recent spike in met coal
prices.49 As the industry employs fewer people, regional
economies are getting less benefit from the spending of
salaries paid from the coal industry.
The value of met coal has diminished further still when
the growth in the overall economy is taken into account.
Since the peak in the value of met coal exports in 2008-9,
the economy has grown by 16.5%, more than 1.3 million
jobs have been added, federal government revenue has
increased by 40%.50 In Queensland, state government
revenue has risen by 50% while coal’s proportional
contribution through royalties is on track to fall by over
50%.51 Today, the Office of the Chief Economist is
forecasting the value of met coal exports at $24.3b in
2019-20, around 1.35% of GDP based on Treasury’s
projections, compared with 2.65% of GDP in 200809. Met coal’s contribution to GDP will soon be half as
significant as it was.52 It’s becoming more apparent
that ever-increasing export volumes do not necessarily
mean increased economic importance. Meanwhile, the
economy is showing it can diversify and grow in spite
of coal’s shrinking coal’s economic value. Even taking
the recent spike in met coal prices (a spike that the
government’s forecasters expect to be temporary53) into
account, other sectors of the economy have already
added over 6 times the value of met coal exports in the
past 7 years.54 The corollary of met coal’s shrinking
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Hay Point Coal Terminal in Queensland

economic value is that the economic losses associated
with a withdrawing from met coal are also shrinking.

If met coal is withdrawn, and BF/BOF production becomes
less competitive, it doesn’t necessarily spell doom for
Australia’s iron ore exports. After all, increased market
A withdrawal from met coal exports by Australia is
share for EAFs means increased demand for DRI—and
something that couldn’t happen overnight. The economic
iron ore is its main ingredient. If overall demand for steel
transition and impacts would necessarily be gradual.
globally grows as projected, only dominated by DRI/EAF
Along with a moratorium on new mines, Australia could
capacity, Australia’s iron ore exports should continue to
put into place a 7-10 year phase-down timetable to rein in prosper. Similarly, a withdrawal from met coal may boost
production over a number of years. Well prior to the 2030
Australia’s beleaguered domestic steel industry. Australia
timetable to achieve the emissions commitment made in
has helped to cause the dire troubles now faced by its
Paris, Australia would exit both the thermal and met coal
steel industry by providing the cheap raw ingredients
trade. Contracts could be honoured in the short-medium
underpinning the global glut in Chinese steel. Australia’s
term; steel mills (both here and abroad) would have time
coal-friendly policies have come back to bite its own steel
to prepare. There would be time for government to work
industry. It’s also undermined opportunities to value add
with communities to manage the regional economic
through domestic DRI production. Australia has plentiful
adjustment. Australia should learn from its experience with supplies of iron ore and natural gas – we should be a world
the thermal coal industry, where the failure of the Federal
leader in DRI, but backing BF/BOF production abroad
Government to anticipate or accept the decline of thermal
helped to price Australia out of a competitive position.
coal has resulted in negative impacts for coal communities. Withdrawing from met coal helps to increase the viability
The Turnbull Government has an opportunity to avoid
of DRI/EAF route production here in Australia. That should
such an outcome for communities currently reliant on the
help us meet more domestic steel demand with the more
metallurgical coal industry by developing a transition plan
than 2 million tonnes of scrap steel we’re currently sending
for the decline of metallurgical coal and a shift to cleaner
abroad each year.56
steel production right now.
The income, employment, tax and royalty contribution
of met coal would decline gradually, and be replaced
(as it is being already) by growth in other sectors of the
economy. An orderly transition out of met coal would not
in and of itself transform the global steel industry. China
produces nearly 90% of its own met coal, so the potential
environmental impact is limited, as is the potential for
economic shock.55 Nonetheless, it would put upward
pressure on blast-furnace production costs, help steer
investment towards cleaner alternatives, and set an
example for others nations.
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In weighing whether to wind down met coal exports
Australia should avoid counting opportunity costs that
are based in wishful thinking, not reality. Rosy estimates
of met coal and iron ore demand underpin government
policy and corporate planning, and assume that BF/
BOF steel production will increase its market share,
not just dominate.57 Aurizon, for example, is assuming
that BF/BOF production will jump by 236% in India
and become the dominant form of steel production by
2025.58 BHP has said it doesn’t expect the improving
competitiveness of EAFs to adversely impact on iron
ore demand until at least 2030.59 To the extent that a
slowdown is anticipated in Chinese demand, Australia’s
coal industry is banking on India in particular to pick up
the slack.60 There are increasing signs, however, that
these assumptions are off-beam and already being
overtaken by events. Chinese demand for steel is levelling
off and looks set to contract.61 A range of analysts are
warning of big falls in Chinese iron ore demand. Some
are even predicting China will become a net exporter
of met coal by 2025, eventually exporting 90m tonnes
per annum.62 One reason is China’s rapid transition
from a production based economy to a less resourceintensive consumption and services-based economy.
But increased scrap availability and recycling is the other
big driver. As McKinsey & Co puts it, ‘The scrap wave is
coming’.63
Goldman Sachs recently suggested that ‘by 2040,
China’s iron ore demand may contract by 50 percent
as steel consumption drops and more scrap gets used
with greater recycling’.64 Citigroup says it expects global
demand for iron ore to fall by 60mt by 2025, and that
in China rising scrap availability will cut into iron ore
demand.’65 The competitiveness of EAFs in China is
rapidly improving as the electricity system becomes ever
larger and more reliable, and as scrap becomes more
available and affordable. The price of scrap steel has
been cut in half in China in the last year as it’s become
more abundant. According to Bloomberg Intelligence
it is now more profitable to produce steel in China in an
electric arc furnace than it is to do so in a basic oxygen
furnace.66 Morningstar says ‘as scrap supply in China
rises, the (scrap) price should decline further, providing
an incentive for steel producers to switch to the electricarc furnaces.’67 Meanwhile, in response to global alarm
about the glut of Chinese steel on the international market,
the Chinese government is imposing reductions on local
production.68

©Greenpeace/Dean Sewell

Transitioning to cleaner
steel production

Open Cut Coal Mine in Australia

All things considered, the presumption that China will
keep driving a ‘super cycle’ of demand for iron ore and
coal looks flimsy. As Morningstar recently said, ‘we
project China’s domestic scrap supply to more than
double by 2025, feeding greater electric arc furnace
production and displacing iron ore and met coal demand.
In total, falling steel demand and rising scrap availability
will reduce China’s iron ore demand by 150 million
tonnes over the next 10 years... Lower Chinese steel
consumption and rising EAF substitution drive our belowconsensus demand outlook for iron ore and met coal.’69
This all suggests that much of what our met coal and
iron ore industries are banking on could be illusory. The
opportunities Australia is seeking to fulfil in China and
looking to manufacture in places like India may not be
realistic.
Whether or not the global community forces us to
confront it, Australia must not continue to disown its met
coal exports, and their growing contribution to climate
change. The ‘but it’s for steel’ mantra used to excuse ever
expanding met coal exports has been an effective shield
from scrutiny, but it’s hard to see how it can continue to
work in the face of spiralling emissions from steelmaking.
In truth, coal is not essential to steelmaking – only to the
dirtiest type of steelmaking. By supplying vast quantities
of cheap iron ore and met coal, Australia has spent the
past 15 years helping to lock in the worst CO2 outcome
in steelmaking, and helping to hinder progress to cleaner
alternatives. If it wants to be a credible part of a global
response to climate change, Australia cannot do the same
thing all over again. Instead it should phase down all its
coal exports – including met coal.
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Steel cities in China's Hebei Province
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Australia is in a unique position to lead sustainable global
change in the steel industry. In the short term, the Federal
Government should begin to position Australia for a
transition away from met coal. This would involve:
• An end to government financial assistance for the coal
industry, including subsidies and concessional loans for
coal-related infrastructure projects;
• Structural adjustment and government incentive
packages to assist workers in a Just Transition away
from coal;

• A cessation of government support for the promotion of
coal exports from Australia via Austrade;
• A re-direction of steel-related diplomatic/trade
initiatives and research collaborations to focus on coalfree steel production;
• New incentives for the development of domestic steel
production using DRI, EAFs and other clean steel
technologies;
• Place a moratorium on new coal mines and coal mine
expansions.

©Greenpeace/ Lu Guang

• Government programs to encourage new forms of
economic opportunities in coal communities;
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Glossary

BF/BOF: blast furnace/basic oxygen furnace
EAF: electric arc furnace
DRI: direct reduced iron
met coal: metallurgical coal (also sometimes referred to as
coking coal)
mt: million tonnes
MtCO2-e: metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent
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